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A Contemporary
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“Art isn’t always pretty, decorative or easily digested. Art sparks
dialogue that might not otherwise happen. I’m particularly fond of
artists who make us ask and deal with tough questions.”
Karen Ann Myers eats, sleeps and breathes art. Before she was an
artist and Assistant Director of the Halsey Institute of Contemporary
Art, she was a competitive gymnast. So you never know when she
might arbitrarily bust out a back handspring.
She approaches painting like an athlete approaches training for the
big game: warming up with washing her brushes for 15 minutes, then
an hour of mixing paint, and finally putting together the playlist.
She’s passionate about creating, especially opportunities for aspiring
artists. “I’m curating shows, organizing events, teaching classes,
lecturing, and mentoring. It’s in my blood to do this.”
If her work is contemporary, she herself is Renaissance. She builds
communities, is a catalyst for bigger issues, boosts the economy, and
effects change. “Artists are typically the first to move into developing
areas. Creatives make neighborhoods safer, friendlier, and more
connected,” says Karen. “This allows businesses to move in. Ten years
ago, people didn’t go north of Morris. Redux (where Karen is former
director) moved in and the yoga studios, restaurants, and other
businesses followed.”
Charleston’s art scene resembles that of major cities and inspires
like-sized ones with its wealth of artists, galleries and creative talent.
Karen believes “Charleston artists can compete with artists around
the world, but it’s up to the Charleston artistic community to put
themselves out there.”
So what’s next?
“Charleston is starting to get lots of national press, but the focus
has never been on our great contemporary art scene. People aren’t
coming here for that, but they should. One artist, one exhibition
at a time, I’m trying to get Charleston on the international map for
contemporary visual arts.”
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